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INTRODUCTION 

The Internet Of Things(IoT) is a modern technology 
which help for interconnection of devices over the 
internet. In a traditional mechanism for agriculture, 
the productivity of the yielding of crops and fruits is 
low.Many researches are done in the field of   
agriculture showing that Food production should be 
increased by 70% in 2050 for evolving population. 
One way of achieving this is by implying different 
smart control mechanism to the system; Hence the 
system is design to configure a wireless sensor 
network that will read temperature, humidity and soil 
moisture sensors devices; data collected from these 
sensors are uploaded on the cloud server.  Here in 
this paper we are using a Remote control using Iot 
Technology; were different wireless sensors are used 
to communicate to the system In order to provide 
real time information about the environment and the 
water quantity in the soil. The overall idea beyond 
this is a collection of information of different sensors 
node, which are shared over the internet and based 
on the reading values of these sensors different 
actions can be taken like when water quantity is less 

in the soil, the pump can be turn on and when water 
quantity is  enough pump will get off remotely. 

Material and Methodology 

1) Material 
 Block diagram 

 

 Hardware used 
a) Raspberry pi  

It is a microcomputer used, for the computational of 
the task. It is considered as main part of the system. 
It provide access through the internet by mean of it 
in built wifi module. It has some features like:  Pi 
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model 3B is used and it has quad-core ARM Cortex-
A53 CPU of 900 MHz, and RAM of 1GB. it also has: 
40 GPIO pins, Full HDMI port, 4 USB ports,  Ethernet 
port, 3.5mm audio jack, video Camera interface (CSI), 
the Display interface (DSI), and Micro SD card slot.   

 

b) Dht 11 Sensors: 

It has both humidity and temperature sensor. It gives 
out digital value   and hence its output can be 
directly   connected to the data pin instead of using 
an ADC. It has a capacitive sensor for measuring 
humidity. Data from the sensors are updated for 
every 2seconds. 

 

c)  Soil Moisture sensor(YL69) 

Sensor of soil moisture measures the soil water 
content. It uses the soil's electrical resistance 
property. The relationship between the measured 
property and soil moisture is calibrated and varies 
depending on environmental factors such as 
temperature, type of soil, or electrical conductivity. 

The sensor data is collected and send over the 
controller in oder to turn on or off the pump. 

 

Fig: Moisture sensor 

d) Relay 

A relay is an electrically operated switch. Many     
relays use an electromagnet to mechanically operate    
a switch, but other operating principles are also     
used, such as solid state relays. Relays are used    
where it is necessary to control a circuit by a  
separate low-power signal, or where several circuits 
must be controlled by one signal. 

 

 Software used: 
a) Python  

Python is a high-level programming language 
interpreted for general programming purposes. 
Python has a design philosophy that emphasizes 
code readability, and a syntax that allows 
programmers to express concepts in less lines of 
code[25][26], notably using significant white space. 

b) ThingSpeak 

ThingSpeak is an open source application on the 
Internet of Things and an API for storing and 
retrieving data from things using the HTTP protocol 
over the Internet or via a network of local areas. 
ThingSpeak allows the creation of applications for 
sensor logging, location tracking and a social 
network of things with status updates. 
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A. 2) Methodology 

The paper is about efficient water and fertilizer  
utilization over agriculture activity. The Overall 
system is made up of sensor nodes; The raspberry pi 
reads the Sensors values and posts the cloud server 
information. If the values are lower than the 
threshold values already set, the relay will ON and 
the relay will switch ON the engine. The engine 
remains in ON condition until the factor below the 
threshold value reaches the threshold value.  The 
relay switches off the motor automatically when the 
threshold value is reached. 

RESULT 

After powering up the entire system, the humidity, 
temperature and moisture sensor values are read by 
the controller and there are transmitted over the 
cloud where they can be access by the operator. 

 

Whenever the soil moisture is below the span of 
reference value then the signal is transmitted to the 
user through the Wi-Fi module and the IoT server 
that signal is received by the user device and the 
command is sent though the same path and the 
corrective action is takes place. Hence this help in 
providing sufficient amount of water to the plants 
and help also in water managing since, the pump 
will get off after the threshold water quantity in the 
soil is reached. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Internet of Things' is a far-reaching castoff for 
related devices and statistics collection. This farm 
monitoring system serves as a reliable and efficient 
system and it is possible to take corrective action. 
Wireless field monitoring reduces human power and 
enables users to see accurate crop yield changes; It's 
cheaper in cost and less power consumption. The 
system of smart farming was designed and 
synthesized. The system developed for farmers is 
more efficient and beneficial. It provides the farmer 
with information on temperature, moisture and air 
humidity in the agricultural field via MMS, if it fails 
from the optimum range. 
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